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Figure 1: An overview of the SimBaTex tool. In the Clustering View [A], the clustering result of the current similarity criteria is displayed.
In the Intra Cluster View [B], the pairwise similarity scores can be assessed. The Target-to-all View [C and D] shows the Top 10 matches of
a selected article for detailed comparison. The aim of the visualization is to let the user reveal latent similarity patterns of a set of documents
and use them as a basis for efficient interactive search and exploration.

Abstract
Natural language processing in combination with visualization can provide efficient ways to discover latent patterns of similarity
which can be useful for exploring large sets of text documents. In this poster abstract, we describe the ongoing work on a visual
analytics application, called SimBaTex, which is based on embedding technology, dynamic specification of similarity criteria,
and a novel approach for similarity-based clustering. The goal of SimBaTex is to provide search-and-explore functionality to
enable the user to identify items of interest in a large set of text documents by interactive assessment of both high-level similarity
patterns and pairwise similarity of chosen texts.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visual analytics; • Information systems → Content analysis and feature selection;
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1. Introduction

Research results are often published in the form of text reports,
and for many fields the publication rate makes it challenging for a
single practitioner to get an overview of the vast source of textual
information. Since close reading is time consuming, and time typi-
cally is a limiting factor, there is a high demand for supporting the
navigation through large document sets and identifying information
relevant for the task at hand [JFCS15]. Natural language process-
ing (NLP) in combination with visualization can provide efficient
ways to handle such challenges [BG19,KK15,FHKM17,LTW∗18,
JKLZ14, KKLS17], and a similarity-based approach [GF13] can
be useful to answer key questions like “Are there any groupings
of similar documents within the set?” or “Are there any documents
within the set that are similar to this specific document?”.

In this poster abstract, we describe the ongoing work on a visual
analytics application, called SimBaTex, which aims to combine
NLP approaches, similarity calculations and visualization methods
to provide the user with efficient and interactive search-and-explore
functionalities for large sets of scientific text documents. Further-
more, the tool implements a dynamic specification of the similarity
criteria (i.e., different aspects can be included, excluded or even
negated depending on the current level of interest), so that different
types of similarity criteria can be interactively applied in order to
discover latent patterns of similarity, which in turn could be the ba-
sis for further exploration. The data set that we use for our applica-
tion is the IEEE VIS data set which contains information of articles
published at the IEEE VIS conferences [IHK∗17]. From this data,
we have extracted about 3,000 articles published during the period
1990-2018. In our software implementation, we use the text from
the article abstracts and also the associated co-author network.

2. Architecture

The basis of our application is cosine similarity calculations on em-
bedding vectors obtained from the underlying data. We use sim-
ilarity score thresholds to classify article pairs as similar or dis-
similar (i.e., pairs with scores above or equal to the threshold
are classified as similar; and pairs with scores below the thresh-
old are classified as dissimilar). The article abstracts are em-
bedded with the Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) [CYK∗18,
ML10] and the author information is embedded based on node-
embedding of the co-author network using Node2Vec and LINE
[GL16, TQW∗15, GF18, CWPZ19]. For each article we calculate
5 different embeddings of the abstract text and 2 different embed-
dings of the co-author data. The embeddings and the correspond-
ing pairwise similarity scores are asynchronously calculated us-
ing a Python/Tensorflow [ABC∗16] backend which produces pre-
calculated score files, one for each embedding type. The frontend
visualization is implemented in HTML/D3 [D311] and loads the
score files upon start which allows for high responsiveness since
only minor calculations are performed within the browser.

3. Visualization Approach

The design seeks to reuse already well-proven visual metaphors
(such as circles for clusters, heatmaps for value display and word-
highlighting for text similarity) and it also provides a custom de-

sign for the target-to-all comparisons (see Figure 1 [C]). When the
visualization is loaded the articles are represented as unclustered
article icons in the Clustering View. The user may specify the de-
sired criteria to use, and may also specify which of the 5 different
text embeddings and which of the 2 different author embeddings
to use. Each change of the settings results in an animated sequence
where each article is clustered together with the article that it is
most similar to (if any). If the similarity is symmetrical (i.e., article
X is most similar to article Y, and Y is most similar to X) this will
result in a cluster with only 2 items, and if the similarity is asym-
metric (i.e, X is most similar to Y, but Y is most similar to Z) the
cluster can contain any number of items. Clusters are represented
as circles where size encodes the number of articles in each clus-
ter, and spatial position and color encode both the average pairwise
similarity score within the cluster, as shown in Figure 1 [A].

Clicking a cluster displays the Intra Cluster View where the pair-
wise similarity scores are displayed in a heatmap matrix (see Fig-
ure 1 [B]). This view allows for analysis of the overall pairwise
similarity to determine the level of homogeneity in the cluster. High
homogeneity would suggest that all articles are treating a similar
topic, while low homogeneity would suggest that there are several
different topics (or angles of related topics) that have been clustered
together due to asymmetric similarity.

Clicking an article icon in the Intra Cluster View displays the
Target-to-all View where an overview of the similarity details of
the Top 10 best matches (for the selected article) are displayed as a
radial bar chart diagram annotated with a word cloud of matching
words (see Figure 1 [C]). The layout aims to provide an efficient
at-a-glance overview and the best match is displayed at the sec-
tion starting at “12 o’clock”, and then the scores fall off in clock-
wise order. Furthermore at the bottom, the text pairs are displayed
for close reading in a view that uses yellow color to highlight co-
occurrences of words to facilitate assessment of the similarity (see
Figure 1 [D]). This view supports the understanding of how similar
the selected target article is to any of the other articles in the data
set.

To support advanced search, the user may track articles on publi-
cation author and/or keyword in order to see if the selected articles
will cluster together. Tracked articles will be highlighted in green-
colored frames throughout the views. In the Clustering View, green
color indicates the fraction of tracked articles within the cluster (the
darker the green the higher the fraction). This feature is helpful for
answering questions such as (1) if a specific author tend to write
articles on similar subjects, or (2) if articles that mention certain
keywords also show high overall similarity.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

In this poster abstract, we have briefly introduced the ongoing work
on SimBaTex, a visual analytics application which enables the user
to identify items of interest in a large set of text documents. Our
intention is to extend our work to the domain of multivariate net-
works and provide the possibility for a wider range of features to be
included in the similarity specification [WJMK21]. We also intend
to do a formal evaluation with a user study. Another possible path
for future work is to explore the possibilities to use similarity-based
clustering as a base for topic extraction.
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